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REPLY BRIEF OF DEFEXDAXT IX ERROR.

THE FACTS.

The facts constituting plaintiff's (defendant in error)

case as alleged in the complaint and found by the jury

to be true, may be succinctly stated as follows:

Plaintiff was a miner and on August 15th, 1901, went

to a mine called Califoexia Fraction, to work under

the employ of certain men who were then the ostensible

owners of and in possession of the mine. After plain-



tiff had accepted employment, the defendants came to

the mine and assaulted plaintiff, shooting him in the

leg. The plaintiff, because of the wound, was confined

to his bed from August 15th, 1901, to September 2nd,

1901, and during that time required medical attendance,

and was unable to work up to December 15th, 1901.

The plaintilf lost $600.00 in possible wages, and was

compelled to pay board amounting to $180.00 for that

period. He also suffered great pain, and his capacity

for manual labor has been very much impaired as a

result of the assault.

The defendants (plaintiffs in error) denied all the

facts alleged by plaintiff", and also set up as a defense,

that plaintiff had executed to them a release of all lia-

bility arising out of the assault set forth in the com-

plaint, in consideration of the receipt of $500.00. Plain-

tiff in reply denied the execution of the alleged release,

and receipt of the money, and also asserted that if such

a release was in existence, it had been procured from

plaintiff' by fraud and deceit, while plaintiff was intox-

icated to such an extent as to be entirely unable to

transact business.

The case was tried before a jury, and a verdict was

rendered in plaintiff's favor, and against defendants

(plaintiffs in error), for the sum of $1440.00. Defend-

ants have sued out a writ of error, complaining of

errors of law, alleged to have been committed by the

lower Court in the admission of evidence, and the charge

to the jury. There are twenty-eight assignments of

error upon which defendants rely, and to most of these



we shall confine our attention after we have stated the

general propositions of law, which legitimately arise

from the record, and control the decision of the case

on appeal.

THE LAW.

The Verdict of the Jury Presupposes that All the Facts Testified

to by Plaintiff and His Witnesses Are True, and Since There

Is a Conflict of the Evidence, the Conflict Must Be Resolved

in Plaintiff's Favor to Sustain the Verdict.

We think this proposition hardly needs argmnent.

The rule of conflict of evidence has become firmly estab-

lished in our practice, and the Appellate Court will not

disturb a verdict based upon conflicting evidence, unless

it is apparent from the face of the record that the ver-

dict is the outcome of passion and prejudice, or is

based on such slight evidence as to lead the reviewing

tribunal to say that the verdict must have resulted from

other causes than a consideration of the evidence. We
cite herewith a few authorities to illustrate this

proposition.

Eeay v. Butler, 95 Cal. 206, 2U

:

"It has been held in more than a hundred cases,

commencing with Payne vs. Jacobs, 1 Cal. 39, in

the first published books of reports of this Court,

and ending with Dobinson vs. McDonald, 92 Cal.

33, in the last volume of such reports, that the find-

ing of a jury or a Court as to a fact decided upon
the weight of evidence, will not be reviewed by this

Court; and so the general mle is clearly estab-

lished."



This rule "is founded in tlie essential distinction

between the Trial and the Appellate Court under
our system, and grows out of considerations of

jurisdiction; that it is the province of the Trial

Court to decide questions of fact, and of the Appel-

late Court to decide questions of law; that this

Court can rightfully set aside a finding, for want of

evidence, only where there is no evidence to sup-

port it, or where the supporting evidence is so slight

as to show abuse in discretion."

Johnson v. Pendleton, 1 Cal. 133:

"At the trial the testimony was conflicting; no'

point of law was ruled against the defendants, and
they seem to have appealed solely upon the ground
that the jury came to an incorrect conclusion upon
a matter of fact. We have already held, in several

cases, that we ought not to disturb the verdict of

a jury upon a question of fact, where the evidence

is conflicting, and where no rule of law appears to

have been violated."

California Bank v. Sayre, 85 Cal. 102-104:

"There is evidence tending to contradict some
of the testimony above referred to ; but in view of

the conflict, it must be assumed that the evidence

tending to support the judgment is true."

Davis V. Smith, 2 Cal. 423-476:

"Where evidence is conflicting and might have

warranted verdict on either side, it is not the

province of the Court to disturb the finding."

Wilson V. Fitch, 41 Cal. 363:

"The Appellate Court will not disturb the ver-

dict of a jury on the ground that it was not justi-

fied by the evidence when there was a substantial

conflict in the testimony, even though it is greatly

against the weight of evidence."



People V, Hong Quin Moon, 92 Gal. 41:

"Where there is a substantial conflict in the

evidence, it cannot be held upon appeal that the

evidence is insufficient to support a verdict of

conviction, although the evidence seems to pre-

ponderate in favor of the defendant."

Idaho and Oregon Land Company v. Bradbury,

132 U. S. 509, 514:

"It must be borne in mind that, as already seen,

in either classes of cases, whether equitable or

legal, coming up by appeal from a territorial court

after a hearing or trial on the facts, the evidence

at large cannot be brought up (as it is in cases in

equity from the Circuit Court of the United States),

but only a statement of facts in the nature of a

special verdict, and rulings made at the time, and
duly excepted to, on the admission or rejection

of evidence. Consequently, the authority of this

court on appeal from a territorial court, is limited

to determining whether there is any error in

rulings, duly excepted to, on the admission or re-

jection of evidence; and does not extend to a con-

sideration of the weight of evidence, or its suffi-

ciency to support the conclusions of the court."

Cases cited.

We must remember also, that this principle not

only leads the Appellate Court to take as true each

fact alleged in plaintiif's complaint, and proved by

his evidence, but it compels us to assume that plain-

tiff and his witnesses, gave a true account of the

execution of the alleged release upon which defendants

mainly rely. We call the attention of the Court to

the significant fact that no testimony was introduced by

defendants, which in any way tended to prove that



the plaintift: was not assaulted by defendants in the

manner and at the time testified to by him. All of

defendants' testimony and cross examination was

directed toward showing that plaintitf executed a re-

lease valid in law. Under the rule above stated how-

ever, since the testimony on this point was in sharp

conflict, we must assume in behalf of the verdict, that

plaintiff . was intoxicated at the time he signed the

alleged release to such an extent, that he did not know

what he was doing. The verdict of the jury, under

the instructions of the Court, carries with it a finding

to that effect. Defendants seem to see the force of

this deduction, but they complain that even granting

that plaintiif was incompetent when he signed the re-

lease, still he took the money, and he has neither paid

nor tendered it back. This point is carried all through

defendants' objections to testimony and assignment

of errors, and we shall direct our attention to it.

We desire to state however, that plaintiff denied ever

having received the $500.00 (Trans, p. 126). The jury

believed him, and there is an end of the matter, as

the evidence is conflicting on that point. However,

even granting for the sake of argument, that plaintiff

did receive the $500.00, we contend that he was com-

pelled neither to tender nor pay it back, as a pre-

requisite to bringing the action at bar, but that the

jury could allow for it in the verdict as presumably

was done.



Where it is Alleged and Proved that a Release Was Procured by

Fraud and Deceit from a Person Mentally Incompetent at the

Time from Intoxication or Other Causes, Suit for Damages

May Be Brought Without Paying or Tendering Back the Money

Received for the Release.

Sec. 201, Vol, 1, Joyce on Damages:

"The general rule that one who seeks to rescind

a contract must restore the other party thereto to

the position which he was in at the time he entered

into the contract, does not apply where one seeks

to set aside a release which has been procured by
fraud. In such cases a return of the money or

consideration received at the time of and for the

execution of the release, need not be made."

Cases cited.

" * * * r^i^Q ^pi^g y^jIq rjg gathered from the

cases is that in those cases where a court of law

would be authorized to declare a release void, as

above set forth, a return of the consideration is

not necessary. * * * The rule is satisfied by a

tender of the money when the suit is commenced,

or bv its final deduction from the judgment ob-

taine'd. * * * "

Thackrah v. Hass, 119 U. S. 499:

S\Tiopsis. "A transfer of shares in a corporation

procured from the owner while so intoxicated as to

be incapable of transacting business, by fraud with

knowledge of his condition and for a grossly in-

adequate consideration, will be set aside in equity,

and if without any fault of his, he is unable to

restore the consideration, provision for its repay-

ment may be made in the final decree."

Union Pacific Ry. Co. v. Harris, 158 U. S. 333

:

Release was pleaded in action for personal in-

jury. Replication set forth that release was signed

in ignorance of its contents, at a time when plain-
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tiff was under great suffering from liis injuries and

in a state approacliing unconsciousness caused by
his injuries and by the use of moi^pliine.

Court instructed tlie jury that if they made an

allowance to the plaintiff, they should deduct from
it what he had received.

Court said: "To various parts of the charge de-

fendant excepted, but we deem it unnecessary to

go over these exceptions in detail, as the charge

as a whole, was in accordance with the great weight

of authority upon the subject, and was correct upon
the issue joined and the evidence thereon."

Chicago, Eock Island & Pacific R. R. Co. v.

Thomas Doyle, 18 Kan. Rep. 58

:

Action for personal injuries : Release set up in

bar; on page 63 it is stated: "Plaintiff in error

contends that the reply of Doyle to the sixth de-

fense, is wholly insufBcient to avoid the effect of

the release. Vv^e think othei^wise. If Doyle was in

the condition stated in that part of the reply, he

was incapacitated to contract with the Railroad

Company. He could give no suflScient assent to the

release, x^ssuming * * * ^i^^^ j^jg mind was
wandering and that he was under the control of

drugs and medicines taken to subdue and ease his

suffering, pv.d in no condition to know what he was
doing, it would not only be inequitable, but against

authority to hold him responsible for a settlement

made by him in writing with the company for his

personal injuries for the sum of $33.00. The de-

cisions are manifold, that contracts entered into

when, from intoxication, the party was incompetent

to contract, may be avoided. * * * "

"If he was not competent to contract then the

release was not effective. Counsel for plaintiff in

error, however, insist that unless Doyle offered to

rescind the contract, and pay back the money re-

ceived, the release is binding, and he could not re-

cover in the case, and claim that the charge of the
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court, which directed the jury to give the Company
credit for the money paid for the release, provided

Doyle did not intend to execute it, was erroneous.

In support of this proposition they say: 'It gave
him tlie privilege of rescinding the contract, with-

out surrendering the consideration received. It gave
him permission to play the game of head I win, tail

you lose.' * * * Tj^g argument is faulty, in

that it assumes that Doyle made a contract, and
also seems to assume that before bringing his suit

he had knowingly ratified the release. If Doyle's
theorv^ is correct, there was no release, no contract,

no ratification within his knowledge. Not until

the suit v/as tried, was he fully informed of the cir-

cumstances under which he made his mark thereto,

and hence we hold that under the fact stated in

such reply, it was not necessaiy for him to tender

the money back. Nor did the court below commit
error in instructing the jury, if they found for

Doyle, to give the Company credit for the $33.00

paid him at the time the release, so called, was
signed. If Doyle was incompetent to understand
or know the character of the paper signed by him,
owing to his being under the influence of opiates

to surcease his pain, and such paper was not after-

wards read or explained to him, it cannot be rea-

sonably said, that he affinned the instrument, which
he did not in the first instance assent to, and never
afterwards saw or knew of, until he met it on the
trial."

The above case should be considered an authority on

the question involved. It was cited and relied upon in

the case of Union Pacific Railway Company v. Harris,

158 U. S. 33 (supra).

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Ry. Co. v.

Lewis, 13 111. App. (13 Bradw.) 206:

Plaintiff sued a railroad company for $5,000,

claimed as damages for injuries sustained from a
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railroad accident. Defendant set up a release

given in consideration of $20.00. Plaintiff con-

tended that the release was obtained by fraud, and
that she did not know what she was signing. Held,

that the return of the $2G.G0 ivas not a prerequisite

to plaintiff's right to sue.

Jones V. Alabama & Kicksburg Railway Co., 72

Miss. 22, at 31

:

Action for personal injuries. Release set up as

a defense. Evidence showed that plaintiff was an

ignorant old negro. Release was executed at a

time when plaintiff was in bed on the morning after

his foot had been amputated, under the influence of

opiates administered by his wife the night before.

Court on page 31 states: "If the release was
void, no tender was necessary. 109 111. 120; 127

Mass. 86; 18 Kan. 58. But all that is necessary is

that the jurj", in case a verdict should be found for

plaintiff", should credit any amount they may find

with the money paid plaintiff by defendant, and
legal interest thereon, is clearJy held in Llewellin's

case, 1 Cox's Cases, 333; Dovle v. Railroad, 18

Kan. 58."

O'Brien v. Chicago, M. E. Dt. P. Ry. Co., 89

Iowa 644:

S^Tlopsis. One may sue for personal injuries,

without tendeiing a return of money received for

a release of his claim, which he contends was ob-

tained by fraud, and while he was mentally inca-

pacitated, it being sufficient that the court instruct

that, if the jury find for plaintiff, they deduct

from the amount awarded the sum alreadv received.
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THE ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS.

All the assignments of errors may be grouped under

two heads. First, alleged errors in giving and refusing

instructions to the jury. Second, alleged errors in al-

lowing and rejecting testimony. We have adopted the

plan of grouping the objections made to save space and

we think further economy may be secured by culling out

from the objections the foundations upon which they

rest and the principles of law which it is alleged sup-

port the various objections. Counsel for Appellants in

error contend as follows:

{a) The $500.00 should have been tendered or paid

back. Othei'wise plaintiff is barred by the release and

cannot recover even though he was intoxicated at the

time of signing it.

This point is covered by assignments two, four, five,

six and seven.

We have already cited numerous authorities to estab-

lish that it is not necessary to pay or tender back money

received on the signing of a release procured by deceit

and fraud, from a person mentally incompetent at the

time. This would seem to dispose of the objections

raised under this head, and it would follow that the

Court properly instructed the jury.

(6) Counsel contends that all the evidence tending

to show that plaintiff was intoxicated a day or two pre-

vious to the execution of the alleged release, and on

the morning of the same day, should have been ex-

cluded by the Court.
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This objection is stated under various forms iu as-

signments of errors numbered fifteen, sixteen, seven-

teen, eighteen, nineteen, twenty, twenty-one, twenty-two,

twenty-three, twenty-four, twenty-five, twenty-six, and

twenty-seven. Several witnesses were produced to show

that plaintiff was so intoxicated and helpless prior to

the execution of the alleged release that he w^as then,—

that is, the day before and the morning of the same

day,—absolutely unable to transact business (Trans,

pp. 107 et seq.). We cannot understand how counsel

can contend that this evidence is not material as tending

to show what the condition of the plaintiff was at the

very moment of the execution of the alleged release.

We concede thai the condition of the plaintiff in respect

to mental helplessness from intoxication must be

brought down by the evidence to the act of signing the

release, but we assert positively that the mental condi-

tion of the plaintiff immediately prior thereto, is a ma-

terial circumstance which may be shown as tending to

establish his mental condition at the very time of the

signing of the alleged release, and we cite authorities on

that point.

Evidence of Mental Condition Prior or Subsequent to the Execution

of an Instrument Is Material and Relevant as Affecting Ques-

tion of Mental Condition at the Very Time of Act.

Intoxication—Proof of:

Sec. 235, Wigmore on Evidence:

"Intoxication, as a mental condition of tempo-

rary stupefaction, may be evidenced circumstan-

tially in the same general modes that are available
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(ante See. 227) for mental capacity or condition in

general.

"(1) It may be evidenced by the person's con-

duct.

"(2) It may be evidenced by predisposing cir-

circumstances, i. e., by the drinking of intoxicative

liquor.

''(3) It may be evidenced by his prior or sub-

sequent condition of intoxication within such a time

that the condition may be supposed to be contin-

uous."

Upstone V. The People, 109 111. 169, 175:

Trial for murder. Court said: ''Evidence of

previous intoxication on the part of defendant, was
properly enough admitted, as bearing upon the

question of intoxication at the time of the homi-

cide, and of conduct of defendant when in that

state."

Commonwealth v. Howe and others, 9 Gray 111,

113:

"The court admitted evidence from a witness

testifying to the confessions of the defendant as to

the condition of the defendant, at the time the con-

fessions were made; but declined to hear evidence

from other witnesses as to the state the prisoner

was in before and after the confessions were made.
This was erroneous."

Phelan v. Gardner, 43 Cal. 306:

This case is important, because of the form of

the instruction given by the Court to the jury, of

which complaint was made. The said insti*uction

was as follows:

"Yet, if you believe from the evidence that the

defendant found the plaintiff in an intoxicated con-

dition, on or about the 13th of May last; that he
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took him to a saloon for the purpose of plying him
with more liquor; if you believe he did take him to

a saloon, and plied him with liquor until he got

him in a stupefied state, and in such state that he

did not know what he was doing, and then pre-

tended to make a settlement with him, and pass

over a sum of money to him, and got him to sign

a receipt, such a settlement as that is void, and not

binding upon the plaintiff; consequently, if you be-

lieve that the settlement spoken of is such a settle-

ment as that, and no other, then you will find for

the plaintiff the amount that was due him, less the

sum of money that was paid him at that time."

The opinion of the Court on the point was as follows

:

"It was competent for plaintiff to rebut defend-

ant's evidence of the settlement and receipt by
proof that at the transaction the plaintiff was in-

capable of contracting intelligently by reason of

intoxication. The proof upon this point was con-

flicting. There was evidence tending to show that

the plaintiff was intoxicated when he signed the

receipt, and other evidence to the effect that he

was then sober, but that the completion of the

business was followed by a protracted carouse.

The court permitted the plaintiff's wife to tes-

tify that he was brought to his home by the de-

fendant and another person several hours after

the time when the receipt was shown to have been

signed, and in a state of thorough intoxication.

The fact to be arrived at was the mental condition

of the plaintiff at the time the business was trans-

acted. We cannot say that under the circumstances

of the case the court erred in holding that his

condition a few hours later in the same evening-

would throw some light upon the question under
consideration."
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AVe shall now take up the other assignmeuts of

errors and consider them in detail.

ASSIGNIvIENT 1.

The Court did not err in failing to instruct the

jury to find a verdict in favor of the defendants.

If the Court had given any such instnictions as

was asked for by defendants, there would have been

a clear usurpation of the functions of the jury. The

testimony on the issues made by the pleadings was

conflicting. The jury was called to try the issues

of fact, and had the Court instructed for defendants,

the Court would have been taking out of the hands

of the jury, the decision of a question of fact. De-

fendants were not entitled to a non-suit, because there

was evidence produced by plaintitf tending to establish

every mateiial allegation of the complaint. "We sub-

mit that where there is some evidence upon all the

material allegations of the complaint, a motion for

non-suit will not lie, and much less would an instruc-

tion such as the one at bar be proper, which has the

same force and effect as a motion for a non-suit.

In the case of National Syrup Co. v. Carlson (Sup.

Ct. of Illinois) 40 X. E. Kep. 492, 493, it is held:

"AMieu there is evidence tending to establish the

facts, necessary and sufficient, upon which the jury

might reasonably find for plaintiff to sustain a

verdict, it has been so often held that the rule

may be declared settled in this State in such cases

that it is not error to refuse a peremptory in-

struction to find for the defendant."
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ASSIGNMENT 3.

The Court did not err in instructing the jury that

the burden of proof was upon the defendants as to

the execution and delivery of the release pleaded by

them.

The defendants pleaded the execution and delivery

of the release in question as an affirmative defense in

their answer. The release itself, its execution and

delivery, the consideration which supported it, and the

agency of Hoxsie, were all facts brought out in the

testimony by defendants. Plaintiff introduced no evi-

dence in his case in chief on this point. There is not

the slightest doubt but that defendants assumed the

burden of proof upon all these points during the trial.

ASSIGNMENT 8,

The Court did not err in instructing the jury that

if the plaintiff had been recently or im.mediately before

executing the release, using intoxicating liquors, that

fact would not disqualify him from executing a valid

and binding release unless the liquors had, at the

time of the execution and delivery of the release, so

obscured, stupefied and impaired his mental faculties,

as to render him incapable of knowing the nature and

character of the act.

This instruction contains a clear and correct state-

ment of the law, and is exceedingly favorable to the

defendants, in that the jury are told that where in-
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toxication will uot render the execution of the release

void, but that must be stupefaction and impainnent of

mental faculties. The jury must have found from the

evidence that there was stupefaction and impairment of

mental faculties at the tune of the signing of the re-

lease. See cases already cited on this point.

The remaining assignments of error raise points

which seem to have been abandoned by plaintilfs in

error, in their brief, and we therefore refrain from

discussing said assignments in detail.

CASES CITED IN BRIEF OF PLAINTIFF IN ERROR.

Counsel for plaintitts in error have confined them-

selves in their argument which has just been placed

in our hands, to one proposition, to wit: that defendant

in error could not recover judgment in the action at

bar, without showing that he either paid or tendered

back the $500.00 which it is alleged, he received on

the execution ol the alleged release. We have already

discussed tiiis question at length, by showing (a) that

there is a conflict of evidence on the question as to

whether or not the $500.00 was in fact paid, and the

jury presumably found with plaintiff upon that issue,

(b) the best considered cases support the contention

that even if the $500.00 were paid, under the facts

of this case, plaintiff need not pay or tender it back,

but the jury can deduct the same from the amount of

the judgment.

Counsel cites Carpenter v. Rodgers, 61 Mich. 595.

This case was decided in 1886, and seems to turn upon
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the question of the rescission of a contract, by which

plaintiff traded his team of horses for those of the

defendant. The emphasis of the decision is on the

words "and (the contract) may therefore be ratified by

him when he becomes sober". Wlien plaintiff became

sober and found himself in possession of defendant's

team, he may well have affirmed the contract by not

tendering- back the team. The suit must have been

brought on the very contract itself. How can this case

be authority for the case at bar, where the alleged con-

tract of release is not the subject of plaintiif's action,

but is only involved in the defense of defendant.

Plaintiff in the case at bar, did not know he ever had

signed the release and denied the receipt of the $500.00.

McGuire v. Callahan, 19 Ind. 128.

In this case plaintiff sues to avoid a contract of sale,

and recover the value of goods, sold the defendant,

alleging drunkenness at the time of the sale.

Josest V. Williams, -12 Ind. 565.

In this case, defendant urges as a defense to a suit

on a promissory note, the drunkenness of his testator

at the time of the execution of the note.

We concede that the language used in both of these

Indiana cases, seems to support counsel's contention,

but an examination of both of the cases shows: (a)

Neither is a case of tort where damages are sought for

personal injuries, (b) In neither cases is it denied (as

in the case at bar) that something of value was re-

ceived under the contract, (c) In both cases the mov-
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iug party (plaintiff) must have known after the drunk-

enness that he had in his possession something re-

ceived from the defendant, and yet he makes no effort

to return the tiling received. The plaintiff in the case

at bar, denied receiving $500.00, and never knew he had

signed the release, (d) In neither cases was the jury

told that they could allow for the amount received by

plaintiff, (e) In neither case would a mere money

allowance have sufficed, as horses were received under

the former case, and real i^roperty under the latter,

(f) An implied ratification would arise as the plaintiffs

in both the cases must have known of the property

received, and yet kept it, while the plaintiff at bar

never knew he received the $500.00, and hence could not

have ratified the transaction.

Finally we contend that even if the above cases be

considered as authority, they are in the minority, are old

decisions, and are not in line with the later cases cited

by us. We have conceded frankly that the cases are

not all in accord on the point involved, but we have

shown that the weight of authority supports the

principle here contended for. Confusion arises from

assuming that in cases of this character, an attempt

is being made to set aside the contract of release. The

true principle should be that a release shown to have

been executed under the circumstances herein proved,

is no contract at all. The minds of the parties never

met in the transaction. The facts present more than a

mere case of fraud in the procuring of the contract.

One of the parties is shown to have been non compos
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mentis at the time the alleged release was signed. It

is, therefore, not his act.

Mattan v. Card, 18 Fla. 761

;

Smith V. Williamson, 8 Utah 219

;

Loftus V. Maloney, 89 Va. 576,

These cases are all cited in counsel's brief. They

hold that a viodable contract may be ratified, and in a

suit on the contract the party alleging incompetency

at the time of the execution of the contract, must pay or

tender back the amount received, before he will be heard

in an action on the contract itself. The first case which

is a suit in equity, to foreclose a mortgage, illustrates

the distinction between the class of cases at bar, and

the distinction is further illustrated by another case

cited by counsel as follows:

Hawley v. Howell, 60 Ja. 79.

Suit to foreclose a mortgage. On the part of the

defendant it was urged that he was wholly in-

competent to contract, on account of drunkenness,

and that the transaction should therefore, be de-

clared void.

Court said: "Without determining whether he

can be heard to complain without making restitu-

tion of the money received, we think that, what-

ever his state of mind was at the time he executed

the several instruments which evidence the con-

tract, he was fully aware of its nature and effect

when the draft was received, and the money was
disposed of with his consent and by his direction."
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CONCLUSION.

We submit that the judgment should be affirmed.

There is no error in the record. Plaintiffs filed a writ

of error in which twenty-seven alleged objections were

assigned. One point only seems now to be relied upon,

and to that, we have made a full reply. The verdict

of the jury was small in amount, viewed in light of the

unprovoked and criminal assault made by plaintiffs

upon defendant in error. Surely the size of the verdict

would never suggest passion or prejudice on the part

of the jury. Even in Alaska there should be some

check upon those who take the law into their own hands

and assault innocent men.

Respectfully submitted,

Albert H. Elliot,

Geo. D. Schofield,

L. H. Brewer,

Attorneys for Defendant in Error.


